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Abstract—This paper presents a framework for the creation
of virtual human behavioural profile which will account for
physiological parameters of the body during motion activities.
Initially, the subject’s movements are captured along with the
corresponding joint trajectories using a single Kinect sensor.
To improve the fidelity of the motion trajectories a series
of filters were implemented so as to diminish the effect of
noise. Next, a musculoskeletal model of the human lower
extremity with twenty degrees of freedom and 86 muscles is
introduced and registered to the captured motion data through
the inverse kinematics method. For the computational analysis
and the estimation of joint torques during movements inverse
and forward dynamics are utilized respectively. Finally, static
optimization and computed muscle control are employed to
estimate the muscle forces and muscle excitations necessary
to perform the captured movements. Experimental results
demonstrate the potential of the proposed approach, leading to
numerous applications in the field of physics-based computer
animation and virtual physiological human modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of the behavioural and physiological pro-

file of individuals, while performing several everyday activ-

ities is a research problem related to numerous application

domains ranging from physics-based modeling and simu-

lation to computational modeling and virtual physiological

humans. Even if numerous approaches have been proposed

in the past as will be analyzed in the sequel, the respective

state-of-the-art is fragmented, while the use of expensive

sensing equipment used reduces their application potential.

The proposed framework, makes a first step towards the

estimation of the behavioural and physiological profile of

a human through measurements obtained from the popular

Kinect sensor.

Related work

Obtaining accurate measurements of individuals has tra-

ditionally been a very labor-intensive task. A lot of work

has been done to extract the 3D human skeleton from depth

images [6], so as to lead to an accurate estimation of the

joint positions. In the last years the Kinect sensor was

used successfully to track human activities and movements.

The major advantage of using Kinect to capture the human

motion is it’s marker-less approach and can be easily set

up, resulting in realistically accurate estimation of the joint

trajectories.

On the other hand the biomechanical community has

implemented accurate models of many different muscu-

loskeletal structures, including the lower extremity, upper

extremity and neck to capture and understand human activ-

ities and to conduct correct biological results. The human

lower extremity has been used to investigate gait disorder

and to analyse the role of estimating muscle-tendon lengths

and velocities of the hamstrings muscles in the evaluation

and treatment of crouch gait [1] or ACL reconstruction [3].

Major progress has been done in the field of modeling

muscle dynamics and the ability of the muscle to generate

force [7]. Muscle-driven simulations include mathematical

models of muscle activation and contraction dynamics and

allow calculation of muscle forces, fiber lengths, and other

parameters that are not easily measured. Actual estimates

of muscle forces can only be obtained with computational

models in which the skeleton and muscles are both repre-

sented.

To achieve consistent results of the dynamics during gait

there are alternative methodologies [9], [2]. The first class of

approaches conduct inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics

including external forces in the analysis and to predict

the forces and torques acting in the joints of the model.

The second class of approaches relay on forward dynamics

methods to compute the necessary inputs needed to track the

desired kinematics or to use some optimization criterion.

While approaches of the first class are easy to implement

and fast to get results, the are vulnerable to errors. The later

are more robust and reliable, but are computationally more

expensive.

In the context of the work presented in this paper we

have developed a behavioural profile based on OpenSim

framework [8], which is an open-source software system that

lets users develop models of musculoskeletal structures and

create dynamic simulations of a wide variety of movements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Subsection

II-A describes the musculoskeletal model used for the analy-

sis, while Subsection II-B discusses the implemented motion

capture and the problem of noisy measurements, presenting
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some filters which can improve the result. Subsection II-C

continues with a description on the methods used to get the

behavioural profile. Finally Section III presents the results,

while Section IV concludes with references to possible

extensions and future work.

II. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

A. Model
The model used this analysis is a part of the human lower

extremity and consists of twenty degrees of freedom six for

the pelvis, three rotational for the hip, one rotational for the

knee, two rotational for the ankle and one rotational for the

toes. The six degrees for the pelvis are three rotational and

three translational and don’t play any biological role. The

model is composed of 86 muscles, 43 for each leg, where

the muscle placement is based on physiological experiments.

The weight of the body segment is approximated based on

volumetric measurements. The muscle is modeled as lines

connecting two or more points and the muscle activation and

contraction dynamics are based on Hill-type models [7].

B. Motion Capture System
The motion capture system is based on the structured

light sensor Kinect. We are interested to track the joints

during the performed task. Kinect region of operation ranges

from 0.5m to 3.5m and can successfully capture almost any

variety of movements. The skeleton tracking algorithm is

implemented in hardware embedded on the sensor and can

be accessed through the API provided by Microsoft. The

skeleton extraction algorithm provides us with twenty joints

positions for every captured frame and can achieve temporal

resolution up to 30 FPS.
In practice the captured skeleton sequence suffers from

noisy measurements and from occlusion problems due to

using of one single Kinect. The quality of capturing the

human motion without noise is critical for later sages of the

analysis. The most common noise is jitter and can be easily

reduced using a simple low-pass or threshold filter. The

occlusion problem is harder to deal, unclear the restriction

of a single sensor. Therefore some prediction filters have to

be used that take into account previous measured positions

and provide a prediction for the future ones.
In the content of the proposed framework moving average

and threshold filters have been used to deal with jitter

noise. Also in order to smooth the kinematics an exponen-

tial smoothing filter is implemented based on K previous

weighted (exponential decreasing) positions of the joints.

As for predicting the future position of the joints Savitzky–

Golay filter has been utilized and thus minimizing occlusion

problem.

C. Model quantification
Before applying inverse kinematics a registration between

captured joints and model positions is necessary. The mark-

ers are placed on the model based on the tracking positions

of the motion capture system (hip center, hip left/right,

knee left/right, ankle left/right, foot left/right). The next

necessary step is to scale the general model in order to

fit into the subject’s dimensions and thus minimizing the

error between the model and the subject. After performing

the above two steps we can employ inverse kinematics and

visualize the captured motion. Inverse kinematics can be

expressed as an optimization problem (eq. 1) of finding the

general coordinates q of the model so that for every frame

the position of the markers p(qj) of the model to be as close

as possible to the experimental joint positions pj , subject to

the mobility constraints bj .

minimize
q

N∑

j=1

wj · ‖pj − p(qj)‖2

s.t. cj(qj) ≤ bj , i = 1, . . . , N.

(1)

In order to compute the torques acting on the joints based on

the result of the inverse kinematics we can choose between

two different approaches. The first is based on on solving the

dynamics equation of motion (eq. 2) for the torques τ , where

M is the mass matrix of the system, V is centrifugal and

Coriolis forces, G is the gravity acting on the system and F
are the external forces. The mass and the inertia parameters

of the subject are estimated from the corresponding rigid

bodies assuming uniform density distribution. The external

forces can be measured with an external device such as

ground reaction plates for ground reaction forces during gait.

M(q) · q̈ + V (q, q̇) + G(q) + F (q, q̇) = τ (2)

The computed torques can be used to calculate other forces

acting on the system, like reaction forces of bone ligaments

[3] or estimate the muscle forces needed to generate the

torques. Since many muscles are acting on a joint their

torque contribution should be accumulated. In the inverse

problem there exist multiple possible solutions of sets of

muscle forces which can produce the same torque. In order

to choose a feasible solution we must solve an optimization

problem with a given criterion like minimization of muscle

stress.

An alternative to inverse dynamics is the forward dy-

namics approach. Forward dynamics solves the dynamics

equation (eq. 2) for q̈ and then integrates it twice to have the

general coordinates q. An interesting technique for finding

the muscle excitations needed to generate the required

torques so the model can track the experimental kinematics

is based on the method called computed muscle control

(CMC) [5]. The CMC computes muscle excitation levels that

will drive the generalized coordinates (e.g., joint angles) of a

dynamic musculoskeletal model towards a desired kinematic

trajectory. CMC achieves this by using a combination of

proportional-derivative (PD) control and static optimization.
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Figure 1: Key frames during gait activity with a visualization

of muscle activations

Figure 2: Estimation of the average length of the body parts

during performing different movements with comparison to

the actual lengths. There are 19 body segments and the

average length is computed from 14 different movements.

The minimum and maximum standard deviation stdmin =
0.003m, stdmax = 0.018m respectively.

Figure 3: Inverse kinematics errors (total RMS error, marker

error, max joint error) improved after applying scaling to

adjust the general model to subject’s size. For every error

we show the max, average and standard deviation computed

from inverse kinematics error time series.

In the context of the proposed framework, both static opti-

mization and CMC methods have been utilized.

III. RESULTS

The potential of the presented framework has been inves-

tigated based on the captured motion during gait activity

Figure 1. The results show the ability of estimating the

morphometrics of the subject, the accuracy of the inverse

kinematics and the qualitative comparison between the esti-

mated torques and the corresponding literature curves.

In Figure 2 the subject performed 14 different movements

and we computed the average length for every time frame

and for every motion and compared it to ground truth

measurements of the body parts length. The minimum and

maximum standard deviation shows that the system can

accurately estimate the body segment length with small

deviation.

Figure 3 presents the inverse kinematics errors. The total

RMS error is computed from coordinate error which is

the difference between an experimental coordinates value

and the coordinates value computed by inverse kinematics.

The marker error is the distance between an experimental

marker and the corresponding marker on the model when

it is positioned using the generalized coordinates computed

by the inverse kinematics. The max joint error shows which

joint gives the maximum error. In the literature to achieve

good results the total RMS error must be less than 0.02m

and the maximum marker error can be between 0.02m and

0.04m. The obtained result fall by far within these absolute

limits.

Figure 4 illustrates the qualitative comparison between

the computed torques and the respective literature curves.

In the left column we present the computed torques during

one stride for hip, knee and ankle joints. In the right

column we present we present the corresponding torques

based on existing literature. The qualitative similarity of

the two curves is evident. Concerning, the difference in

the amplitude of the curves, that depends on the full-body

weight, it should be emphasized that it is caused due to the

fact that we have currently modelled only the lower body,

so the torques necessary to support the weight are smaller.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The major contribution of this work is based on the

fact that we can reliably capture human motion activities

and translate them to a virtual physiological human profile.

Our approach is not limited to the motion capture system

nor to the model used for analysis. Moreover, the potential

applications of the proposed framework are numerous, while

it is worth mentioning two of them. Firstly, the proposed

scheme could be the basis in the development of a physiolog-

ical/behavioural profile of each individual. This profile could

be used to get personalized character animations of different

characters using only a single baseline animated keyframe

sequence, thus providing a powerful tool to animators.

Secondly, the potential extraction of a personalized physio-

logical profile of a single patient is of critical importance

to the virtual physiological human community and may

among others lead to better disease prediction and behavioral

monitoring of the patients. It is anticipated that these two

major points form the basis of future work in the field.
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(a) Estimated hip moment

(b) Literature hip moment

(c) Estimated knee moment

(d) Literature knee moment

(e) Estimated ankle moment

(f) Literature ankle moment

Figure 4: Qualitative comparison between estimated torques (left column) and literature curves (right column) for three joints

(hip, knee and ankle). Indications TO: toe off and HC: heel contact
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